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Abstract
Millimetre‐wave frequency‐modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radars are at present
widely deployed in the autonomous vehicles. The growing usage of such sensors, as a vital
part of a robust future autonomous sensing system, sees the potential for significant
increase in mutual interference and adverse effects on sensor operation. Effective target
detection in the background of interference requires knowledge of the interference statistics. In the case that such statistics are found to be similar to that of additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN), then classical well‐established detection techniques can be
applied. Conversely, if statistics are found to be different, traditional techniques (matched
filtering) will not be optimal. Here, a statistical analysis of mutual interference within an
FMCW victim radar is presented. The majority of cases show a low correlation between
the interference pulses received at the victim radar, with close to a Gaussian distribution.
Some specific cases show a high correlation between the interference pulses in the victim
radar chirps with a sinusoidal‐like distribution, which degrades the victim radar’s detection performance. The presented analysis is validated by experimental data for various
interference cases.

1 | INTRODUCTION
A major step towards full vehicle autonomy is the wide‐scale
deployment of automotive radars, with a projected market
penetration rate of 58% by 2035 [1]. Each vehicle is expected to
have up to eight or more radars [2] to provide full 360° situational awareness. Therefore, with large numbers of different
operational radars from sensor manufacturers and Tier 1 suppliers, radar interference will become a significant issue and an
obstacle towards full autonomy. The issue will be further compounded by the lack of waveform standardisation and spectrum
congestion in the allocated frequency band (76 –81 GHz) [3].
Currently, the majority of automotive radars use frequency‐
modulated continuous wave (FMCW) techniques [4] which
provide the advantage of fast measurement time [5], low peak
transmit power [6], and relatively low computation complexity
with simple hardware requirements [7]. The commonly used
frequency bands for automotive applications are 76 –77 GHz
for long‐range radar (LRR), 77 –81 GHz for short‐range radar
(SRR) and ultra‐short‐range radar (USRR) [3].

Each autonomous vehicle may employ a mix of these radar
types, and depending on the radar application and sensor
manufacturer, different waveform parameters will be used by
these radars [8]. This indicates that the impact of interference in
a victim radar will depend on these parameters and the
employed modulation technique [9]. Furthermore, with the use
of higher bandwidth to achieve better range resolution for short
range detection, higher pulse repetition interval for longer
unambiguous range and vehicle longitudinal control, and a
higher pulse repetition frequency to achieve better velocity
resolution [10], the probability that the signals from these radars
will overlap in the time and frequency domains increases [11].
Moreover, a close spatial separation between the vehicles in an
automotive scenario increases the probability of overlap in the
spatial domain as well. An example scenario demonstrating the
overlap between the nearby radars is shown in Figure 1.
Interference commonly appears as two‐sided linear
frequency‐modulated (LFM) high amplitude pulses [11] at the
low pass filter (LPF) output of the victim radar (see Figure 2).
Due to one way propagation loss, the interference noise floor
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will often be higher than the thermal additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) in the receiver. Interference pulses influence
the performance of the victim radar by increasing its noise
floor, decreasing sensitivity which reduces maximum detection
range, and affects the radar detection performance leading to
missed detections and increased false alarms [6]. In rare cases,
when the victim radar and interference radar waveforms are
synchronous, it results in a ghost target [12].
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interference can be defined by well‐known radar detection
characteristic curves for AWGN [23]. Statistical characteristics of
FMCW interference in an FMCW‐based victim radar will be
analysed at the detector input. If the statistics are close to AWGN,
conventional detection algorithms [23] remain optimal. If not,
the loss in detection performance will be estimated and the critical
waveform parameters resulting in a difference between interference and AWGN statistics will be identified. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, this analysis has not been presented before.
The main contributions of this paper are listed below:

2 | MOTIVATION
Most commercial off‐the‐shelf (COTS) automotive radars have
been designed and optimised under the assumption of signal
reception in a background of additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). Therefore, it is essential to understand if interference
statistics are comparable with AWGN at the detector input.
However, limited literature is available on automotive radar
interference statistics and those references provide only broad
conclusions. The work in [13, 14] presents statistical modelling
of interference power for different road geometry and traffic
conditions. Stochastic behaviour of automotive radar interference based on the interferers position is modelled in [15], with a
conclusion that interfering radars generate noise‐like interference. Authors in [16–20] have predicted the behaviour of
frequency‐modulated (FM) interference as a random process
that increases the noise floor. It is stated in [6] that cross correlation between the interference pulses from the same interfering source in a practical road scenario is small, resulting in a
behaviour similar to noise. However, a generalised conclusion in
[21] states that received interference from other radars cannot be
considered as noise. These discrepancies and a lack of statistical
analysis of automotive radar interference, focussing on the effect
of waveform parameters, is the motivation for this study.
During the received signal integration, interference normalisation can be expected if the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) [22]
requirements are satisfied that is the interference pulses have a
similar statistical distribution with each other, they are independent, and the number of interference pulses averaged is large
enough. This is investigated in this paper. The primary goal is to
understand if detection performance in a background of

F I G U R E 1 A typical roadside scenario with each vehicle having up to
eight radars and interfering with other radars in their field of view

� Statistical analysis of automotive radar interference by
determining (i) the correlation between interference pulses
from the single source of interference in the victim receiver,
and (ii) the probability density function (PDF) of interference.
� Investigating the statistical similarity between interference
and AWGN for various radar waveform parameters and
exploring the critical radar parameters which result in a
deviation from Gaussian noise behaviour.
� Analysing the effect of interference on radar detection
performance.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 3 discusses the
theoretical model of FMCW interference and the victim radar
signal processing chain. The statistical characteristics of interference are presented in Section 4 and critical cases are identified showing a deviation from the statistics of AWGN.
Section 5 presents the analysis of radar detection performance,
and the measurement methodology using COTS radars with
experimental validation is discussed in Section 6. Section 7
concludes the paper.

3 | FMCW INTERFERENCE
MODELLING
A simplified block diagram of the FMCW‐based automotive
radar is shown in Figure 2. The victim radar transmits a
sequence of FMCW chirps. In a real automotive scenario, the
received signal will contain the desired target echo(s) along the
interference(s) signals from nearby radars.

F I G U R E 2 Block diagram of a typical FMCW‐based automotive radar.
FMCW, frequency‐modulated continuous wave
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In the victim receiver, a mixer down‐converts the received
signal to a baseband (beat) frequency. The down‐converted
desired echo signal Sv and interference Sint are expressed as:
2

Sv ðtÞ ¼ Av e‐j2πð0:5kv τv ‐F cv τv ‐kv τv tÞ

ð1Þ

2
2
Sint ðtÞ¼Aint e‐jπðΔkt þ2Δf c t‐2kint τint t‐2F cint τint þkint τint Þ

ð2Þ

where, A represents the amplitude, F represents the carrier
frequency, BW and T s represent the bandwidth and sweep
time, respectively, and subscripts v and int denote victim and
interferer
radars,
respectively.
kv ¼ BW =T sv
and
kint ¼ BW =T sint are the sweep rates of victim and interference
radar, respectively. Δf c ¼ F cint − F cv , Δk ¼ kint − kv , τv is the
two‐way propagation delay between the victim radar and the
target, and τint is the propagation delay between the interferer
radar and victim radar and t is the time vector.
The chirp overlap plot of the transmitted chirp, received
echo chirp, and received interference chirp are given in
Figure 3a. The LPF with cut‐off frequency f LPF limits the
down‐converted interference to narrowband pulses with
duration ΔT int ¼ |2f LPF =Δk| (Figure 3b) [24]. Figure 3c,
d shows the zoomed regions from Figure 3b demonstrating
down‐converted echo return and interference pulse,
respectively.
At the output of the LPF, the received echo appears as a
sinusoidal waveform (Figure 3c) whereas each interfering pulse
appears as a two‐sided LFM waveform (Figure 3d). The fast
Fourier transform (FFT) of the time domain signal converts
time‐limited interference to a wideband interference floor in
the frequency domain. The first FFT (fast‐time FFT) is used
for range estimation and the second FFT (slow‐time FFT)
provides integration over coherent processing interval T CPI ,
and estimates the target’s speed [25] (see Figure 2).
The spread of interference in frequency domain with f as
the frequency vector depends on the waveform parameters
[26] and is limited by f L and f H expressed as [27]:
f
− Δf c þ f ‐ kint τint
pffiffiffiffiffi
f L ðf Þ ¼ LPF
Δk

f H ðf Þ ¼

�

f LPF þ Δf c þ f ‐ kint τint
pffiffiffiffiffi
Δk

F I G U R E 3 Time domain representation of received signal after low
pass filtration. (a) Chirp overlap plot, (b) Received signal with desired echo
and interference pulses, (c) Zoomed desired echo, (d) Interference pulse

comparison, are shown in Figure 4. Power is normalised to the
interference power at the input of victim receiver mixer stage.
The next step in the processing chain is target detection
(see Figure 2) against a background of interference and noise.
In this paper, a well‐defined energy detection method [30] as
summarised in Figure 5 is used for the detector’s performance
estimation with y(j) representing the interference samples at
decision making point ‘D’. The detailed analysis of radar
detection is presented in Section 5.

ð3Þ

4 | STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF
INTERFERENCE

�
ð4Þ

Depending on the limits f L and f H , the interference
spectrum may or may not be uniform. When the ratio
k ¼ kint =kv is close to 1, Δk is a small value resulting in a
reduced non‐uniform spectral spread of the interference pulse,
which is the well‐known spectrum of the two‐sided LFM signal
[28]. As the value of k deviates from 1, interference components spread wider across a larger number of frequency bins,
thus becoming more uniform [29]. The example cases for
different values of k, along with an AWGN floor for

This section focusses on the study of interference statistical
characteristics and its comparison with that of white Gaussian
noise at the decision‐making point (‘D’ in Figure 5). First,
different types of FMCW interference [31] received by the
victim radar have been characterised in terms of the correlation
between the interference pulses represented by ρab , where a
and b represents the interference pulse number. An example is
shown in Figure 3b where ρ12 represents the correlation between interference pulse with a = 1 and b = 2, and so on. This
is followed by a comparison of interference probability density
function ðPDF int Þ with a best fit Gaussian distribution

12
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different time and instantaneous frequency with respect to
some victim chirps during T CPI , and for the remaining
victim chirps the interference sequence repeats and becomes
periodic. Aperiodic interference always happens at a random
time and instantaneous frequency with respect to each
victim chirp during T CPI [31]. The parameters for each
interference types are summarised in Table 1 where
BW s ¼ BW v =BW int .
In a practical automotive scenario, periodicity between the
victim radar and interference signals may be rare but cannot be
entirely excluded. Quite often, a number of vehicles may surround the host vehicle for a relatively long time period
(particularly in a motorway scenario); therefore, such relatively
low probability events may possibly occur and must be
considered while developing simulation models.
FIGURE 4

Interference spectrum for different sweep rates ratio (k)

4.2 | Interference pulse correlation

F I G U R E 5 Radar detector processing chain. y(j) represents the
interference samples at decision making point D

ðPDF bf Þ to identify the waveform parameters with statistical
characteristics similar to random noise, and the critical parameters which show a deviation from it. For the analysis of
correlation between interference pulses and the distribution of
interference, it is assumed that the victim radar receives
interference from only single interferer, F cv ¼ F cint ; duty cycles
of both victim and interferer radars are 100%, and both the
radars start transmitting at the same time. This results in the
maximum overlap between the two radars and corresponds to
a worst‐case interference scenario. With a change in the
waveform parameters, the results will change; it is discussed in
more detail in section 4.3.

4.1 | Interference types
Based on the ratio T s ¼ T sv =T sint , interference can be
classified as synchronous, semi‐synchronous, and asynchronous interference. Asynchronous interference can further be
divided to periodic, semi‐periodic or aperiodic interference.
Synchronous interference occurs in the case of full synchronization between the victim radar and interference radar
waveforms [12]. Semi‐synchronous interference occurs when
kv ≈ kint . Periodic interference occurs when the interference
pulse(s) occur at the same time and instantaneous frequency
with respect to each victim chirp during T CPI . Semi‐periodic
interference is the case when interference pulses occur at a

To determine the correlation between interference pulses from
the single source of interference, an average Pearson correlation coefficient ρav ¼ ρs =N CPI [32] is used, where ρs gives the
sum of correlation coefficients between the interference pulse
pairs across the victim chirps during T CPI , and N CPI is the
total number of victim chirps during T CPI . ρav for the example
cases in Table 1 is given in Figure 6 with an assumption that
F cv ¼ F cint , BW s ¼ 1 and N CPI ¼ 10.
The results in Figure 6 show ρav ∼ 1 for synchronous
and periodic interference through the whole integration time
due to their periodicity across the victim chirps. A rapid
decrease in correlation value is observed for a semi‐periodic
interference at the start of T CPI , where the interference
pulses are aperiodic, but later, as the interference sequence
becomes periodic, the average correlation increases and stays
closer to 1 during the remainder of T CPI . In the semi‐
periodic interference example shown, the interference
sequence becomes periodic after 5 victim chirps. The average
correlation value for aperiodic interference decreases and
stays close to 0. In certain cases, ρav < 0 is observed, which
indicates a negative correlation between the interference
pulses. The experimental value of average correlation between interference pulses is also given for an example of
aperiodic interference case with T s ¼ 0:21, which confirms
an average correlation close to 0 for the aperiodic
interferences.
As expected, the highest correlation is observed in case of
periodicity between the interference pulses. In the absence of
any periodicity (aperiodic interferences), an average correlation
close to 0 is observed, indicating that ρav largely depends on
the type of interference [26].

4.3 | Interference distribution
The PDF int , the mean value μint , and the normalised standard
deviation σ int are evaluated at the output of the second FFT
and compared with that of random Gaussian noise.
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TABLE 1

Interference types in automotive scenario

Interference type

Conditions

Example parameters

Synchronous

kv ¼ kint

T s ¼ 1; BW s ¼ 1

Semi‐synchronous

kv ≈ kint

T s ¼ 1; BW s ¼ 0:99

Periodic

mT sint ¼ T sv

T s ¼ 2; BW s ¼ 1

mT sint ¼ nT sv

T s ¼ 0:8; BW s ¼ 1

mT sint ≠ nT sv

T s ¼ 0:21; BW s ¼ 1

m = 2,3, …
Semi‐periodic

m = 2,3, …
n = 2,3, …
Aperiodic

For any integer m and n

FIGURE 6

Average correlation ρav for different interference types

To compare interference distribution ðPDF int Þ and a corresponding Gaussian best fit ðPDF bf Þ, normalised root mean
square error (NRMSE) [33] is determined between the two,
given as:
sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N
P
2
ðPDF int ðnÞ − PDF bf ðnÞÞ

NRMSE ¼

j

n¼1

N
N
P
n¼1

j

ð5Þ

PDF int ðnÞ
N

where, N is the total number of samples.
For the identification of critical interference cases, PDF int
demonstrates a deviation from the Gaussian distribution, close
approximation/non‐critical cases which show a similarity to
Gaussian distribution, a threshold of NRMSE = 0.3 was
determined after extensive analysis. This was carried out by
identifying the following: (1) interference cases with a higher
NRMSE value and a power greater than 10 logðN CPI Þ after
integration. However, the cases with high interference power
(due to a specific relationship between victim and interferer
parameters [29]), but distribution matching well with a
Gaussian (after visual inspection) were not considered, and (2)

13

interference cases with lower interference power (due to
reduced number of victim and interferer chirps overlap) but
having a deviation from Gaussian (visual inspection). The
NRMSE value of these considered cases was averaged to estimate the NRMSE threshold for the identification of critical
cases which shows a deviation from Gaussian distribution. The
same criteria are used for the definition of critical
cases (NRMSE > 0.3) and close case approximations
(NRMSE ≤ 0.3) for the remainder of the paper.
Therefore, interference cases with NRMSE ≤ 0.3
(−0.5 dB) indicate a reasonable Gaussian approximation for
PDF int , and the interference waveform parameters are
considered as non‐critical parameters. These interference
cases also show a reasonable similarity to the detection
curves of AWGN which will be discussed in Section 5.
Interference cases with distribution having NRMSE > 0.3
show a deviation from Gaussian approximation and the
corresponding waveform parameters are considered as critical
cases, which affects the target detection process. For the
critical parameters, interference distribution may or may not
be approximated by a sinusoidal distribution which will be
identified.
NRMSE as a function of BW s and T s for F cint ¼ F cv ,
T sv ¼ 100 μs, and BW v ¼ 0:3 GHz is given in Figure 7 with
T CPI ¼ 1 ms, which is close to that used in automotive radars
[34]. Interference parameters are varied to generate the
NRMSE heatmap. For a better visualisation, the contour map
of NRMSE in the critical region (NRMSE > 0.3) is given in
Figure 8.
The observed critical cases in Figure 8 (NRMSE > 0.5 dB)
mainly arise due to the reasons stated below, with their example
cases discussed later in this section.
� Synchronous interference: The highest NRMSE value is
observed, which appears along the diagonal of Figure 7.
Interference distribution can be approximated by a sinusoidal PDF due to the deterministic and periodic behaviour
of interference across the victim chirps [26].
� Semi‐synchronous interference: NRMSE value in critical
region with a sinusoidal distribution is also observed in this
case (diagonal region in Figure 7) as interference is within
the victim radar IF bandwidth for its entire sweep time and
all the victim chirps during T CPI .
� Periodic/semi‐periodic interference: Periodicity between
interference pulses causes a deviation from a random
Gaussian process, resulting in a high NRMSE value. When
BW s > 1, due to the increased spectral width of interference, the distribution can be approximated by a sinusoidal
PDF. When BW s ≤ 1, the interference distribution is between a sinusoidal and Gaussian PDF. However, NRMSE
value for both of these cases is above the set threshold of
−0.5 dB and are identified as critical cases. The example
cases will be discussed later in the section.
� Reduced overlaps between victim and interference signals
during T CPI : When only 30% or fewer victim chirps within
T CPI have interference pulse appearance, the conditions of
the CLT are violated, and interference averaging does not

14
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4.3.1 | Mean and standard deviation

F I G U R E 7 NRMSE as a function of BW s ¼ BW v =BW int and
T s ¼ T sv =T sint : NRMSE, normalised root mean square error

Interference mean, and standard deviation are important
parameters, which need to be defined for an understanding of
its statistics.
The majority of interference pulses at the victim radar LPF
output are double‐sided symmetric (with respect to the mid‐
point of each interference pulse) LFM waveforms in the time
domain representation (see Figure 3b) [35], resulting
pffiin.
ffiffiffiffiffiμ
ffiffiffiint ≈ 0:
Normalised standard deviation σ int ¼ σ int = 2Aint as a
function of T s is given in Figure 9 for BW s ¼ 1, and
F cint ¼ F cv ¼ 78 GHz. For most of the cases, σ int ≈ 1 which
shows a similarity between the interference and Gaussian noise
standard deviations. However, certain cases labelled A (semi‐
periodic interference), B (synchronous interference) and C
(periodic interference) show deviation from σ int ¼ 1. For these
cases, their distributions are in the critical region, indicating
that the radar detection performance will be affected in a
background of these interferences.

4.3.2 | Interference power

F I G U R E 8 Contour map of NRMSE as a function of
BW s ¼ BW v =BW int and T s ¼ T sv =T sint : NRMSE, normalised root mean
square error

approximate to a random Gaussian process, resulting in a
high NRMSE value (>0.3).
� T s ≫ 1 and BW s ≫ 1: The small interference bandwidth
and sweep time results in the following: (1) less than 30% of
victim and interference chirps overlap during T CPI , and (2)
interference happening at a similar instantaneous frequency
across each victim chirp. Therefore, regions with high
NRMSE value are observed.
For the latter 2 cases, interference distribution between a
sinusoidal and Gaussian PDF is observed.
For all the other waveform parameters, NRMSE has a
value in a non‐critical region (NRMSE < −0.5 dB) and indicates a close match to the statistics of AWGN at the detector’s input. For these waveform parameters, pre‐existing
radar detection characteristics for target detection holds valid
in a background of these interferences.

Along with interference distribution, its power also plays a
major role in the detection process. One of the reasons for
higher interference power is due to a high correlation between
the interference pulses, so the interference coherently adds
after the integration.
A universal approach for interference power estimation as
a function of T s and BW s is discussed in [24] and illustrated in
Figure 10. Processing gain ðRSIR ðdBÞÞ indicating signal to
interference ratio (SIR) at the second FFT output, normalised
to SIR at the receiver input is demonstrated. It can be observed
that similar to Figure 7, the diagonal region shows a higher
interference power and also a deviation from the statistics of
AWGN. Moreover, for the cases corresponding to a close
Gaussian approximation, but exhibiting higher interference
power (due to a specific relation between interference and
victim radar parameters [24]), the radar detection performance
can still be adversely affected.

4.3.3 | Case studies
For further analysis, NRMSE as a function of T s for
BW s ¼ 0:33 is given in Figure 11a, whereas NRMSE as a
function of BW s for T s ¼ 1, which is a typical example of periodic interference, is given in Figure 11b. The green highlighted
region shows the non‐critical cases. The cases where deviation
from Gaussian distribution is significant are given in Table 2.
The distributions corresponding to a close case
ðT s ¼ 0:73; BW s ¼ 0:33Þ, and poor case ðT s ¼ 1; BW s ¼ 2Þ
Gaussian approximation with NRMSE values of 0.05 and 0.5,
respectively, along with a best fit Gaussian and sinusoidal
distributions are shown in Figure 12. The distribution of close
case matches well with a Gaussian PDF, however the distribution for poor case is closer to a sinusoidal PDF in this case.
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F I G U R E 9 Normalised standard deviation σ int as function of
T sv =T sint ; BW s ¼ 1

F I G U R E 1 1 (a) NRMSE as a function of T s ¼ T sv =T sint for
BW s ¼ 0:33: (b) NRMSE as a function of BW s ¼ BW v = BW int for
T sv =T sint ¼ 1. NRMSE, normalised root mean square error

chirps. Interference power in this case is between N CPI σ int 2
and N CPI 2 σ int 2 after integration.

4.3.4 | Effect of coherent processing interval
ðT CPI Þ
F I G U R E 1 0 SIR processing gain as a function of T s ¼ T sv =T sint
and BW s ¼ BW v =BW int

It is therefore identified that interference received by the
victim radar can have the following possible distributions.
1) Gaussian distribution: Interference pulses being randomly
positioned in the victim chirps are independent and behave
similar to a random process. Integration improves SIR in
this case and interference power after integration σ i 2 increases by N CPI σ int 2 , where σ int 2 is the interference average
voltage.
2) Sinusoidal distribution: For the identified waveform parameters, a high correlation and periodicity exists between
the interference pulses at the victim receiver. Integration in
this case does not improve SIR, and σ i 2 increases similar to
a deterministic process with σ i 2 ¼ N CPI 2 σ int 2 .
3) For certain waveform parameters such as a semi‐periodic
interference, the distribution falls between a sinusoidal
and Gaussian distribution. Interference pulses are independent for a few victim chirps, however, interference
sequence becomes deterministic for the remaining victim

For the cases where there are lesser number of overlaps between victim and interference chirps, Gaussian approximation
is more pronounced for a longer T CPI . This increases the
number of interference pulses to be averaged, which reduces
ρav and the NRMSE values, resulting in a distribution being
closer to Gaussian. This is demonstrated in Figure 13 for an
example case with T s ¼ 1:23 and BW s ¼ 10. The blue histograms represent Gaussian best fit for each case and interference distribution is highlighted in red. It is observed that as the
number of integrated victim chirps increases, the NRMSE
value reduces and after integrating 6 victim chirps in this case,
NRMSE <0.3 is achieved with interference considered as a
non‐critical case.
SIR after integration for the correlated and uncorrelated
interference cases is summarised in Table 3. The increase in
interference level versus number of integrated chirps N CPI for
various interference types is given in Figure 14. Interference
level is normalised to the level of interference in the first chirp
of the slow‐time FFT. Periodic interferences show an interference level increase as 20 logðN CPI Þ. In the case of aperiodic
interference, non‐coherent gain is expected resulting in
10 logðN CPI Þ trend for interference level increase. For semi‐
periodic interference, the interference power also increases

16
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Conditions for interference deviation from Gaussian behaviour for the case study scenarios
Figure 11a

Figure 11b

BW s ¼ 0:33

Ts ¼ 1

Label

Description

Example case

σ int

Example case

σint

A

Periodic interference

Ts ¼ 1

<1

BW s ¼ 2

≈1

B

Lesser interference and victim chirp overlaps

T s ¼ 0:4

≈1

C

Synchronous interference

T s ¼ 0.33

>1

BW s ¼ 1

>1

D

Semi‐periodic interference

T s ¼ 8:33

≈1

FIGURE 13
distribution

Effect of coherent integration on interference

F I G U R E 1 2 Probability density function of close approximation case:
BW s ¼ 0.33, T s ¼ 0:73 and poor approximation case: BW s ¼ 2, T s ¼ 1

by 10 logðN CPI Þ for interference pulses which are aperiodic
(non‐coherent gain; start of T CPI ) and by 20 logðN CPI Þ where
the interference sequence repeats periodically [31].
This analysis concludes that for a majority of the cases,
interference statistics are similar to AWGN and coherent
integration leads to a corresponding improvement in SIR. For
a few identified cases, a high correlation between interference
pulses is observed which leads to an increased interference
power at the decision‐making point and at the same time, a
deviation of interference statistics from Gaussian distribution.

5 | RADAR’s DETECTOR
PERFORMANCE
Commonly used metrics for radar performance analysis are
probability of detection P d and probability of false alarm P FA ,
which are illustrated by generating the detection curves according to the specific cases. These curves are based on the
assumptions of underlying Gaussian PDF for the background
noise and are well known for signal detection against AWGN
[30, 36]. For detection performance analysis in a background of
interference, they will be used as a reference for comparison.
Any deviation from AWGN detection curves will indicate the
requirement for the use of non‐linear matched filtering and an
appropriate detection technique [37].

The signal detection process in a background of interference is modelled as a hypothesis testing problem, given as:
�

S t ¼

�

H int
Sint ðtÞ
Sv ðtÞ þ Sint ðtÞ H s;int

ð6Þ

where S(t) is the received signal, Sv ðtÞ and Sint ðtÞ are the
received echo signal and interference, respectively, hypothesis
H int represents the interference only case, and H s;int represents
the echo signal plus interference case. Interference power P int
at the detector input is used to estimate a threshold V T for a
given P FA ¼ 10−4 as:

VT ¼

pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
−P int logðP FA Þ

ð7Þ

V T is used to determine the P d at a background of interference and the results are compared with a theoretical P d for a
non‐fluctuating target in a background Gaussian noise,
computed using [25]:
�
�
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ��
1
P d ¼ erf c erf c−1 2P FA − SIR
2

ð8Þ
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SIR for correlated and uncorrelated interference

Description

Correlated interference

Uncorrelated interference

Process

Deterministic

Random

Interference power after integration

N2CPI σ2int

NCPI σ 2int

SIR

A2
N2CPI σ2int

A2
NCPI σ2int

SIR gain (dB)

0

10 logðNCPI Þ

FIGURE 14
types

Normalised interference level for various interference

As discussed earlier, a slight change in the interference
parameters results in different statistical characteristics;
consequently show a different effect on the detector performance. To observe this effect, the detection curves for
two points M (periodic interference with T s ¼ 2; BW s ¼ 1)
and N (aperiodic interference with T s ¼ 2:2; BW s ¼ 1)
identified from Figure 7 are shown in Figure 15. SIR is
determined at the input of the detection process. It is
observed that for periodic interference, SIR required to
achieve the same probability of detection as the aperiodic
interference case is ∼10 logðN CPI Þ times greater due to the
interference being periodic across all the victim chirps and
acting like a deterministic process.
For a better comparison between detection curves for
various interference types, the detection curves of periodic
interference cases appearing after Figure 15 have been scaled
by 10 logðN CPI Þ.
Receiver detection curves for the cases identified in
Section 4.3.3 as close case Gaussian approximation
ðT s ¼ 0:73; BW s ¼ 0:33Þ and poor case Gaussian approximation ðT s ¼ 1; BW s ¼ 2Þ are given in Figure 16 along
with the reference detection curve for Gaussian noise. The
detection process is based on Monte Carlo analysis with 106
trials, after which the results converge with a statistical accuracy of 10%. The detection curves for a close case
Gaussian approximation coincide well with the Gaussian
noise curve but indicate poor performance in the sinusoidal
distribution case.

F I G U R E 1 5 Probability of detection (Pd) versus SIR for periodic
(Ts = 2 and Bs = 1) and aperiodic interference (Ts = 2.2 and Bs = 1). SIR,
signal to interference ratio

The distributions of two example cases from Figure 16 are
further analysed at SIR = 7 dB. For the close approximation
case ðT s ¼ 0:73; BW s ¼ 0:33Þ, under hypothesis H int , interqffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ference amplitude Rs ¼ |yðjÞ2 | follows a Rayleigh distribution [38] where, y(j) represents the interference samples at
the decision‐making point. Whereas, under hypothesis H s;int ,
Rs follows a Rician distribution with y(j) representing the
samples of echo signal plus interference at the decision‐making
point. The results are demonstrated in Figure 17a with a best
fit Rayleigh and Rician distributions for comparison. For the
poor approximation case ðT s ¼ 1; BW s ¼ 2Þ, a deviation from
the Rayleigh and Rician distribution is observed as shown in
Figure 17b.

6 | EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
To validate the presented analysis, radar measurements were
performed in a laboratory environment for the periodic and
aperiodic interference cases using COTS radars.
For aperiodic interference case, an FMCW radar INRAS
AN77‐06 [39] was used as a victim radar in the presence of
aperiodic FMCW interference generated by a prototype
FMCW radar [40]. For the validation of periodic interference
statistics, a Texas Instruments AWR1243EVM [41] was used as
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F I G U R E 1 6 Detection curves for close Gaussian case approximation
ðBW s ¼ 0:33; T s ¼ 0:73Þ and poor Gaussian case approximation
ðBW s ¼ 2; T s ¼ 1Þ

a victim radar in the presence of periodic continuous wave
(CW) interference, generated using a 5‐beam radar transmitting
a stable CW signal. CW interference was selected as a source of
periodic interference as it appears across all the victim chirps in
comparison with FMCW periodic interference which
depending upon the waveform parameters, does not necessarily appear across all the victim chirps. Interferer radars were
placed on the boresight of the victim radar with 8 m separation
between the two. The experimental setups for the two scenarios are illustrated in Appendix Figure A1, whereas the radar
parameters are given in Appendix Table A1.
The PDF of modelling and experimental results at the
detector input for the aperiodic interference case
ðT s ¼ 0:2048; BW s ¼ 0:2Þ and periodic interference case
(CW) are given in Figure 18a,b, respectively, along with the best
fit Gaussian and sinusoidal distributions for comparison. A
good agreement between the modelled and experimental result
is observed.
Detection curves for the two mentioned cases are presented in Figure 18c,d, where the probability of detection is
shown as a function of SIR. The results for aperiodic interference show a close similarity to the detection characteristics
of AWGN and a deviation in the case of periodic interference
as elaborated in Section 5. For a better comparison with the
Gaussian noise detection curve, the detection curves for periodic interference case in Figure 18d have been scaled by
10 logðN CPI Þ (see Figure 15).
For a comparative analysis of the modelling and experimental results, interference NRMSE value and SIR required to
achieve a P d ¼ 0:9 are used as a metrics to compare these
results with the AWGN and are given in Table 4. A close
agreement between modelling and experimental results is
observed. For aperiodic interference, NRMSE value is within
the non‐critical region as identified in Section 4
(NRMSE ≤ 0.3) whereas periodic interference shows NRMSE
in the critical region (NRMSE > 0.3).

F I G U R E 1 7 Interference amplitude distributions in the radar’s
detector under hypothesis H int (red) and H s;int (blue). (a) Close case
approximation ðBW s ¼ 0:33; T s ¼ 0:73Þ; (b) Poor case approximation
ðBW s ¼ 2; T s ¼ 1Þ

7 | CONCLUSION
Statistical analysis of interference in an FMCW‐based automotive radar is presented in this paper. Based on the modelling
results, correlation between interference pulses and the distribution of interference is determined for various waveform
parameters. The results demonstrate that for the majority of
cases, due to a low correlation between interference pulses at
the victim radar, interference follows the statistical characteristics similar to AWGN at the output of the coherent integrator
and produces an increased interference floor according to
∼10 logðN CPI Þ. Nevertheless, for some waveform parameters,
the interference statistical distribution essentially deviates from
AWGN statistics. In this case, there is an increase in the
interference power by >10 logðN CPI Þ at the output of
coherent integrator. To demonstrate this, the detector performance is analysed in a background of interference. The majority of cases show a close agreement with detection curves of
AWGN with some specific cases showing a deviation, indicating the requirement of non‐linear matched filtering along
with the appropriate detection techniques for these interferences, which is a subject of further study. The results of
analytical study have been experimentally verified.
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F I G U R E 1 8 Experimental validation of statistical characteristics of aperiodic ðT s ¼ 4:9 and B s ¼ 5Þ and periodic CW interference. (a) Probability
density function: aperiodic. (b) Probability density function: periodic. (c) Probability of detection versus SIR: aperiodic. (d). Probability of detection versus SIR:
periodic

TABLE 4
ðPFA ¼ 10−4 Þ

SIR required for Pd = 0.9

Parameters

NRMSE

SIR

AWGN

‐‐‐

11.7 dB

Aperiodic interference

0.17

11.7 dB

Periodic interference

0.43

12 dB

Aperiodic interference

0.23

11.7 dB

Periodic interference

0.49

14 dB

Modelling

Experiment
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APPEN DIX

FIGURE A1

T A B L E A1

Experimental Setup for interference statistical analysis (a) Aperiodic interference case. (b) Periodic interference case

Radar experimental parameters

Parameters

Value

Victim radar
Fcv

76 GHz

BW v

1GHz

T sv

204.8us (INRAS) and 20us (TI)

f LPF

3.5 MHz

Ramp type

Up‐chirp

PFA

10−4

No. Of Monte Carlo Trails

106

Detection method

Energy detection

Interferer radar
Aperiodic

Periodic

Fcint

76 GHz

76.7 GHz

T sint

1ms

‐

BW int

5GHz

CW

